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About SunArc
SunArc Technologies, the Leading Software Development Company is providing
end-to-end IT services & solutions to our esteemed customers in multiple
industries and domains for the past 15+ years.
Being a Trusted name, Surpassing the boundaries
we have been servicing all over from Singapore,
USA & India.
-> 30+ Certified Professionals
-> 1000+ Projects Delivered
With a sharp focus on Next-Gen Digital
Technologies, we are providing comprehensive
technical expertise in Networks solutions, AI
Solutions, IOT Solutions, Mobility Solutions,
Cloud Solutions & Security Solutions.
Our Centers of Excellence (COEs) such as Modern
Web Design & Development, E-Commerce &
Digital Marketing Solutions are performing
significantly by covering industry standards.

Infrastructure
100 + Full Time Engineers operating out of our Bikaner, Jaipur and Bangalore with
R&D Centers.
Humble Sales presence in Singapore.
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Why SunArc
SunArc team helps clients embrace Technology as a Transformational Strategy to
deliver Real, Measurable and Sustainable improvements in Business Performance.
With the philosophy: “To equip our clients with cost-effective, reliable and
quality technological solutions”, we help our clients shape their dreams.
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Technology
SunArc is working in a number of Technologies. Our technology expertise can
help you to attain superior operational efficiency and optimize your time, and
cost investments.
Databases
Technologies

Architectural
Services
With a full range of Architectural Web Services, we ensure that overall Design &
Development Objectives are Defined and Prioritized. Our Team work closely to
understand the web environment for any Project.
Architecture

Web / Application / Cloud Services

Core Expertise
While having core expertise in Modern Web, E-Commerce, Mobility and Business
Software Services we also provide comprehensive range of COEs (Center of
Excellence). Our Certified & Experienced Brigade is doing Not less than Excellent
Work.

Engagement
Models
Three Superior Engagement Models to cater the Requirements of our Clients.
Fixed Cost Model
This model is usable when you have clear requirements
and well-defined objectives.All you need to do is to
provide detailed document about the application/project.
Based on that, our business analyst estimates the fixed
cost and timeframe for the development.

Hourly/Time based Model
This model is for the projects, where specifications and
requirements vary with time. If you are not certain about
the project duration and requirements, then this is the
most usable approach to work on. As it works on hourly
basis, you don’t need to pay for a whole month or week
instead you can pay for the working hours.

Hire a Developer Model
With experienced staff and their capabilities we provide
a full service to you. We work with client companies
of all sizes, either on hourly basis for specific projects,
fixed price approach or longer term contractual
arrangements.

Our Process
We follow the Agile Methodology. We take care of the continuous iteration of
Design, Development and Testing throughout the software development life cycle
of the project.
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Our Clients

Testimonials

Sophia Benezes from Pioneer Marine
When it comes to creating professional, attractive and effective websites, the company that can surpass all our needs is
SunArc Technologies. The employees are friendly, knowledgeable, and dedicated to producing a high-quality product while
making their customers happy. We are currently working with them to create another web design and their assistance in
unstoppable.
If you are starting a new business or upgrading your current website, I strongly recommend SunArc Technologies to take
your business to the next level.

Jawahar Marota from eMath 360
I have hired SunArc Technologies resources for multiple projects and they have always exceeded my expectations in terms
of technology know how, customer service and long term partnership.
If you need technology experts,excellent customer service, and long term partner for your IT needs SunArc Technology is
ideal choice.

Mishan from RPO Cabo
I highly recommend SunArc for anyone looking to create a professional product. The services offered are premium, while
price remains very competitive. The team always delivered on time with a very accurate execution of my needs.

Anisa from DesignUp Asia
I worked with SunArc Technologies. Team was extremely polite, patient and no detail was too small for them to address.
We are pleased with the result of our website so far.

Testimonials

Vincent from PetPet Group
Team has been responsive and willing to assist and work until things become correct. Team is willing to reach out and
discuss with me on phone what needs to be done or correct, which is very good. Happy to have them working on our site.

Sanjay Das
Exceptional Quality Service! The team is highly experienced, efficient and all ears to your issues/queries & support. Delivers
more than your expectations. Highly Recommended!

Raj Sand from Vanila Law
Did some bug fixes on our website. Completed the job faster then mention. Also helped us at the last minute as we had
to launch the site the following day. Understanding programmer, will always do call to me before begin job to fully
understand the issue.

Johanna from Yodabooth
SunArc team made an amazing work when we decided to revamp our website! Always incredibly fast and available
despite being based in New York. We can not work with another company now. Again, thanks a lot.
If you want to check out their work, our website is called Yodabooth.
More of our client’s speak can be tracked via this link: http://sunarctechnologies.com/client-speaks/
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